
  1زبان انگليسي 

Part A: Grammar and Vocabulary 
1- Didn’t the woman look lovely in that .................... silk dress? 

1) beautiful long green  2) long beautiful green 

3) green beautiful long  4) long green beautiful  

 

2- A:Can I help you? 

B:Yes, I’m looking for a ....................  dress for my daughter. 

1) small pink cotton 2) pink small cotton 3) small cotton pink 4) cotton small pink 

 

3- Which of the following sentences is grammatically wrong? 

1) Of all my friends, he’s the nicest 2) He is so nice but Ali is nicer. 

3) Her work is the neatest of all 4) She is definitely neatest child I’ve ever met 

 

4-  Who is .................... person in your family, Omid? 

1) taller than 2) tallest 3) the tallest 4) as tall as 

 

5- Hopefully, you never have to defend .................... a knife attack. 

1) among 2) against 3) around 4) along  

 

6- Neptune is the coldest planet since it is the .................... from the sun. 

1) nearest 2) smallest 3) largest 4) farthest 

 

7- Scientists test on animals in the ..................... . 

1) laboratory 2) library 3) observatory 4) refinery 

8- There were many flowers on my father’s ..................... . 

1) value 2) grave 3) picture 4) cradle 

 

Part B: cloze test 
Grenada is a small island in the Caribbean sea. It’s …(54)… is about 104,000, and its official language is 

English. 

Grenada is a member of the universal postal union, so Grenadians can send and receive international mails. 

However, no one in the country has the equipment, …(55)… to produce stamps. 

The Philatela company in New York city produces stamp for more than seventy countries. Like Grenada, most 

of these countries do not make their own stamps. Many of the stamps that the Grenadian postal system buys 

from Philatela have beautiful pictures of …(56)… people on them. 

 

9- 1) population 2) popular 3) pollution 4) distance 

 

10- 1) necessarily 2) necessary 3) necessity 4) necessitate  

 

11- 1) ugly 2) famous 3) sad 4) happy 

 

Part C: Reading Comprehension 
Sumo wrestling is a national sport in Japan. Every year there are six tournaments, and millions of Japanese 

watch them on TV. A tournament is a series of matches. Sumo is almost as old as the nation of Japan itself. 

Stories say that there was Sumo wrestling over 2,000 years ago. There are written records of national Sumo 

tournaments in the 8
th

 century. In many sports, athletes are thin and can move very quickly. However, Sumo 

wrestler’s weights are from 100 to 160 Kilos. One famous wrestler weighed 195 Kilos. Sumo wrestlers do not 

move quickly, and Sumo wrestling is a very slow sport. Sumo wrestlers start training when they are boys. They 

exercise to make their bodies strong. They also eat a lot. 

12- Every year there are .................... Sumo tournaments in Japan. 

1) 6 2) 15 3) 160 4) 195 

 

13- The records of national Sumo tournaments were written in the ..................... . 

1) Japanese sports center 2) 1850s 3) 8th century 4) wrestling museum 

 

14- Most athletes are .................... .     

1) heavy 2) overweight 3) thin 4) smooth 

 

15- Sumo wrestlers are .................... . 

1) small 2) heavy 3) thin 4) smooth 


